
 
 

THE AUCTION OF TWO EXTREMELY RARE PIECES 

DEMONSTRATES THE RICHNESS OF JAEGER-LECOULTRE’S 

PATRIMONY AND ITS PROFOUND WATCHMAKING EXPERTISE 

 

A very rare POLARIS MEMODATE to be sold at Phillips Geneva in November 2019 and  

the unique LUCKY 13 to be sold by Phillips New York in December 2019 

 

 

Throughout its history, Jaeger-LeCoultre has been driven by the spirit of inventiveness, its 

expertise rewarded with more than 400 patents, and its watchmakers’ technical skills and 

creative imagination embodied in more than 1,200 different calibres. 

 

 As these two rare watches from the mid-20th Century demonstrate, every decade has brought 

fresh ideas and solutions, reflecting the spirit of the times. Among the many changes brought 

by the 1950s and 60s – represented by each of these watches – were, on one hand, 

tremendous advances in technology and aerospace, and on the other, the transformation of 

diving from a challenging pursuit to a widely practised leisure activity. 

 

 

A rare LeCoultre Polaris Memodate (1967): to be sold at Phillips Geneva, November 

2019:  

 

In 1950, Jaeger-LeCoultre introduced its first wristwatch featuring an alarm and called it the 

Memovox (‘voice of memory’). As the model become one of the most desirable and reliable 

on the market, the company introduced different variations, including a date display, a self-

winding version and even an alarm designed to time parking meters. 

 

In 1959, noting that diving had begun evolving from a specialist pursuit into a recreational 

sport enjoyed by thousands, Jaeger-LeCoultre decided to adapt the Memovox to the sea. The 

company realised that it could offer both a visual timer (on the inner bezel) and an auditory 

alarm (which also caused vibration against the case) for ultimate diver safety. 

 



 
To do so, Jaeger-LeCoultre created a patented, multi-layer case-back that optimised the 

alarm’s sound transmission under water. The outer case, with its 16 holes, allowed for the 

alarm tone to be heard and also felt on the wrist, while the inner case sealed and protected 

the movement.  

 

Known in the United States as the Polaris, and in Europe as the ‘Montre de plongeur E859’, 

the reference E859 featured three crowns, each with the cross-hatch pattern characteristic of 

SuperCompressor watches. The first crown is for time setting, the second rotates the inner 

bezel for dive timing, and the third rotates the central disc to align the arrow with the alarm 

time. 

 

The example being offered by Phillips was made in 1967 for the American market and stands 

out from other models thanks to its very rare dial markings. While most of the dials were 

stamped Memovox or bore no inscription other than the LeCoultre name, this watch is 

stamped Memodate.  

 

Perhaps the most fascinating thing about the Memodate Polaris is its combination of two 

apparently opposite aspects of watchmaking: the tradition of delicate aural complications and 

the needs of a practical sporting timepiece. In this respect, it epitomises the open-minded spirit 

of inventiveness that has created such a rich patrimony at Jaeger-LeCoultre and continues to 

drive the Maison to this day.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The unique LeCoultre “Lucky 13” (1962): to be sold at Phillips New York, December 

2019 

 

The LeCoultre “Lucky 13” is a truly remarkable and unique watch presented by the Chicago 

Anti-Superstition Society alongside 13 U.S. Senators to an original Mercury Seven U.S. 

astronaut to commemorate his historic achievement of becoming the first American astronaut 

to orbit the Earth.  

 

Polaris “Memodate” Ref. E 859: An extremely rare and attractive stainless steel 

diver's wristwatch with alarm and date, produced in 1967. 



 
Featuring the number 13 at every hour marker, the watch celebrated the Friendship 7 

spacecraft capsule used for the Mercury-Atlas 6 mission. Friendship 7 was the 13th space 

capsule produced by McDonnell Aircraft Corp, and the 13s on the dial were used to illustrate 

the society’s rejection of the number 13 as unlucky.  

 

The ceremony, taking place on Friday, April 13th, 1962, was entered in the House 

Congressional Record on October 13th, 1962. The consignor intends to donate a portion of 

the proceeds of the sale of this watch to The John Glenn College of Public Affairs at The Ohio 

State University. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As well as demonstrating Jaeger-LeCoultre’s technical expertise, the deep meaning and 

personal connections behind the story of these unique timepieces remind us that watches 

have always had social and emotional significance – which sometimes even overrides their 

practical purpose.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Jaeger-LeCoultre: HOME OF FINE WATCHMAKING SINCE 1833 

Located in the calm, serene setting in the Vallée de Joux, our Home offers a unique sense of belonging. It is here, 

inspired by the exceptional landscapes of the Jura Mountains, guided by an unquenchable inner fire, that La 

Grande Maison gets its soul. With All crafts under one roof within the Manufacture, watchmakers, engineers, 

designers, artisans work together to give birth to fine watchmaking creations. Driven by a compelling energy and 

a spirit of collective invention that daily inspires the commitment of each and every member of our family, we 

cultivate our understated sophistication and technical creativity. This same spirit has powered the creation of more 

than 1200 calibres since 1833 and made Jaeger-LeCoultre the Watchmaker’s Watchmaker. 

 

 

LeCoultre, “Lucky 13”: A unique, historically important and unusual gold-filled 

time-only wristwatch with centre seconds and “Lucky 13” dial, purchased by the 

consignor directly from the estate sale of Senator John H. Glenn, Jr. 


